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We shall establish for all finite fields GF(p”) the following result of Chowla: 
given a positive integer m greater than one and the finite field GF(p), p a prime, 
such that x” = -1 is solvable in GF(p), then there exists an absolute positive 
constant c, c < lO/ln 2, such that for each set of s nonzero elements ai of 
WP), wlm + ... + a&,“’ has a non-trivial zero in GF(p) if s > c In m. 
Chowla [I], Gray [2], Hua and Vandiver [3], and Lewis [4], among 
others, have investigated sufficient conditions for a diagonal form over 
a finite field to have a nontrivial zero. The following theorem establishes 
for finite fields of order q = p”, p a prime, a result of Chowla for finite 
fields of order p. 
THEOREM 1. Given a positive integer m greater than one and a jinite 
jield GF(q = p”) such that xm = - 1 is solvable in GF(q), then there exists 
an absolute positive constant c < lO/ln 2 such that for each set of s non- 
zero elements ai of GF(q), 
a,xlm + *.* + asxSm 
has a nontrivial zero in GF(q) ifs 3 c In m. 
(1) 
Prooj: If u and v are integers, let (u, v) denote the greatest common 
divisor of u and v. 
If(q - 1,m) = 1,thenx” = .z is solvable in GF(q) for each z in GF(q). 
Letting xlm. = -aZ and xZm = a, we see that for s > 1, (1) has a non- 
trivial zero in GF(q). 
For the rest of the proof we assume that (q - 1, m) > 1. If q < 4m6 
we follow the method of Chowla [l] while if q 3 4ms we apply a result 
of Hua and Vandiver [3]. 
Now suppose that q < 4m6. Let s0 be the least positive integer such that 
2’ 3 (4 + 1). 
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Consider the 2~ sums 
z Wi (3) 
where the ei are zero or one and the ai are s0 nonzero elements of GF(q). 
Because of (2), at least two of the sums in (3) are equal. After making 
all possible cancellations we have 
ai, + -*- + aiti = aj, + m.0 + aju (4) 
where 1 < u + ZI < s0 and no element of GF(q) appears on both sides of 
(4). Hence, 
has a nontrivial zero with each x equal to one. Since a? = --I is solvable 
in G(q) and 1 < u + v, (1) has a nontrivial zero if s 3 s0 . By the choice 
of s,, and since q < 4m6 we have 2Q-l < q + 1, so that s,, is less than 
(IO/In 2) In rn. 
Finally, suppose that q 2 4m6. Hua and Vandiver [3] have shown that 
when s > 2, the number N of zeros of (1) in GF(q), with x1 ... x, # 0, 
satisfies 
(q - 1)8/q - (q - 1) q-y1 + (d - 1) ql/Z]S < iv (5) 
where d = (q - 1, m). However, the left side of (5) is greater than zero 
if q 3 4m6, m > 2, and s 3 6. This completes the proof. 
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